Scholar Badge Criteria

Classes IV – IX
- Grade A1 in at least three Scholastic ‘A’ subjects and in remaining subjects at least A2 Grade in the Final Consolidated Result. In both Semester Exams the Grade should be at least B1 in every subject including Formative Assessment
- Minimum grade B2 in Arabic in both Semesters
- Minimum ‘B’ Grade in Scholastic subjects ‘B’ Grade in other Co-Scholastic areas of evaluation
- A student getting grade ‘B’ or lower grade in non-cognitive subjects or absent in any of the assessments will not be eligible for the scholar badge
- 90% attendance

Certificate for Kuwait and Subject Toppers at Kuwait level on the basis of Class XII CBSE Examination

Class X
- 9.6 CGP in the Class X CBSE Exam
- Grade A1 in at least three subjects and Grade A2 in remaining two subjects in the Class X CBSE Exam

Class XI
- 80% Marks in aggregate in the Final Consolidated Result. Consolidated Final marks calculated as 40% of First Term Marks + 60% of Second Term Marks

Class XII
- 80% Marks in aggregate in the Final Consolidated Result. Consolidated Final marks calculated as sum of First Term Marks, Second Term Marks, Model Exam Marks and the sum divided by three Consolidated Final Marks = (1st Term Marks + 2nd Term Marks + Model Marks)/3

IGCSE Level 2
- A* in two Compulsory subjects excluding Islamic Studies
- A*/A in two Optional subjects
- A student getting lower than grade ‘B’ in any subject is not eligible for scholar badge

Merit Certificate Criteria
The criteria for the Merit Certificate remain the same as that for the Scholar Badge. Any student who does not qualify for the Scholar Badge by a narrow margin can be considered for the Merit Certificate, depending on allowance made by the Principal and the Academic Council.

Kindly Note:
- A student fulfilling Scholar Badge criteria for three consecutive years is eligible for a Scholar Green Tie
- A student fulfilling Scholar Badge criteria for five consecutive years is eligible for a Scholar Blue Tie

Sports Award / Honour’s Award for Extra Curricular Activities
Students who have excelled in Sports in School Level / Kuwait Level / International Level will be honoured with Sports Award for Sports Achievements. Students who have done exceptionally well in extra-curricular activities will be felicitated with Honour’s Award.